
LIMAY RIVER LODGE



FEATURES

The first and best lodge on the Middle Limay River, 
allowing our guests to return to the lodge each 
evening after a day of fishing.
First class lodging, service and personnel. Nothing 
has been overlooked to ensure that our guests enjoy 
an incredible experience in Northern Patagonia.
The opportunity to catch the largest Browns in 
Patagonia, with 6 to 10+ pounders taken on a regular 
basis.
Incredible everyday action on the surface and on 
nymphs for large healthy Rainbows and Browns.
The best team of professionals on the river and at the 
lodge ensure our guests have fun catching more fish 
while feeling at home at our lodge.
Private, exclusive access to the finest, most secluded 
stretches of the Limay River.
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e Undoubtedly one of the richest fishing resources in Northern Patagonia, the 
Middle Limay River presents unparalleled fly-fishing opportunities for 
anglers from around the globe.

As an exceptional tail-water fishery, it originates from the Pichi Picun Leufu 
Dam, ensuring a steady flow, temperature, and clarity throughout the year. 
Meandering 50 miles through the semi-arid, high Patagonian steppe, it 
culminates in the vast, fertile lake formed by the El Chocon Dam.

These distinctive characteristics render the Middle Limay truly remarkable. 
Its status as a tail-water fishery fosters abundant underwater life and daily 
hatches, creating optimal conditions for robust populations of resident 
Browns and Rainbows that eagerly rise to surface dries. Moreover, its 
convergence with the expansive, fertile lake provides the opportunity to 
pursue mammoth migratory Brown Trout, ascending the river during the 
season for spawning. This unique combination promises an exhilarating 
blend of action and excitement. Whether you prefer casting surface dries 
all day or targeting massive fish with weighted streamers, the Middle Limay 
offers an array of angling experiences.

With its vast expanse comprising numerous channels, deep runs, cliff-side 
pools, and pocket water, the Middle Limay River delivers some of the most 
diverse, challenging, and rewarding fly fishing encounters in Patagonia 
today.

For those seeking the epitome of Patagonian fly fishing experiences, a 
journey to the Middle Limay River promises an unforgettable adventure.
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Custom Itineraries

details Give us a call or send an email to info@patagonia-outfitters.com to start building your custom Patagonia fishing adventure! 
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All of our trips begin or end with domestic flights from Buenos Aires to either 
Bariloche or San Martin de los Andes. We will meet you at the airport and 
take care of you for the duration of your stay with us in northern Patagonia.

At Patagonia Outfitters, we offer fully customizable itineraries to ensure 
your fishing adventure in Argentina is nothing short of extraordinary. 
With almost four decades of experience in organizing memorable trips, 
our team will collaborate closely with you to create the perfect plan. You 
have the flexibility to spend an entire week at one of our lodges, 
benefiting from its prime location for fishing. 

Alternatively, you can choose to combine your lodge stay with 
experiences at our partner lodges, estancias, overnight camping trips, or 
other non-angling activities like wine-tasting in Mendoza or touring the 
famous Iguazu Falls.

- Deluxe Double Occupancy Accommodations (single supplement 

available upon request)

- Fly fishing license

- Fly fishing gear rental – waders, rod and reel

- All food and drinks at the lodge and on the river with fine wines, beer, 

and open bar

- Professional fishing guides (1 guide per every two fishermen)

- All ground transfers (excluding in Buenos Aires)

- WiFi internet at the lodge

- International & Domestic airfares

- Hotels, transfers, tours in Buenos Aires (we have some excellent transfer 

companies we can refer you to for help with transfers, tours, etc in 

Buenos Aires)

- Gratuities at the lodge for guides and lodge staff

- Extras at lodge such as “lodge shop” purchases, phone calls, etc.

- Travel Insurance



contact Give us a call or send an email to info@patagonia-outfitters.com

 to start building your custom Patagonia fishing adventure! 


